Recently, it was shown that information conveyed by the discrete Wigner distribution is highly redundant, linear relations connecting its time-frequency components. This means that every component of the discrete Wigner distribution can be expressed as a linear combination of the elements of a basis. This set of generators consists of particular time-frequency components of the distribution. However, up to now, this basis and the associated linear map that allows to entirely generate the representation have still not been characterized. In this paper, this problem is addressed in the case of real-valued signals.
INTRODUCTION
The Wigner distribution (WD) is a prominent tool that combines a temporal and a spectral analysis of signals by representing them over a joint time-frequency (TF) plane.
Its usefulness partly derives from the fact it satisfies many desirable mathematical properties [l, 2, 3, 41. For a practical implementation of TF analysis on a digital computer, the WD of a signal x, which will be denoted W,, must be reformulated in a discrete-time discretefrequency setting. It is clear that information conveyed by W, is redundant since the discrete WD derives N x N representations from N-sample signals. As far as we know, this redundancy was only studied in [5, 61, where it is shown that linear relations connect TF components of the discrete WD. This means that every component W, [n, m] can be expressed as a linear combination of the elements of a basis denoted S. This set of generators consists of particular TF components W, [n, m] . However, up to now, S and the associated linear map that allows to generate every TF component, which will be denoted L,, have still not been absolutely characterized. The general subject of this work is the analytic characterization of S and L, when x is a real-valued signal. This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the number of linearly-independent TF components W, [n, m] of the discrete WD, denoted Nd, is determined. Section 3 provides a necessary and sufficient condition satisfied by the N 6 elements of S. Then, the linear map L, is characterized. Section 4 presents an example. Finally, some extensions are pointed out in the concluding Section 5. 
DETERMINATION OF N d
minimum number of vectors required to generate these spaces. The reader will see at once that the number N s of linearly-independent components of w x is in fact di m( %' ) [7, 8 ,9] . Since, given n, the W D is the Fourier transform of the autocorrelation function, w is an isomorphism of the space 9 into W . This implies
be a N-sample real-valued signal with N an even integer. The number of linearlvindependent TF components W x [ n , m] of the discrete WD is given by
Proof We leave it to the reader to verify that the only linear relations connecting the components of rx are those connecting
It then follows from the set of generators for 9 proposed in Fig. 1 that
,,=NI?
The orthogonal vectors rl ) defined in 
the WD can be reconstructed according to
Proof. It suffices to note that r(".k)=rA(,,+k),
Since w is an isomorphism of 59 into W that preserves orthogonality, it then follows that w(r(".k)) = w ' " ,~) are
orthogonal generators for W . 
CHARACTERIZATIONS OF CP AND La
cp = U"-'&.), n=o with &(") = { W,[n, m]: m E M"')), M ' " ) c (0, ..., N -1) a set of K'") + 1 indexes, K'") = n if ti E (0, ..., N / 2 -I), N -n -1 otherwise.
Let PC") be the matri-x whose (k, m)-component is
Let Pp) be the matrix obtained by extracting from Pen) the first K'") + 1 rows and the columns indexed by &P).
The elements of 8 are generators for Wx i f and only if
Pp) is a nonsingular matrix, b'n E (0, ..., N -1).
.
int ( w'") --P'") qr) be rewritten in the form (7) by reordering, (7) The validity of this assertion depends on C, e.g., it is false when Cdenotes the space of N-sample analytic signals [5] .
' One can verify that Cr:i( K'"' + 1) = N , .
where w! $ is a vector whose K'") + 1 components are the elements of the set CY'"). Then it follows that dim{qjl"):xELZ)=dim{w~~:xELZ] = K ' " ) + l .
From the above we conclude that the matrix Py) satisfying wy;; = Py) qr) is nonsingular [7, 8, 91 . 
Proof By (7), it follows that
SIMULATION EXAMPLES
Emphasis is now placed on computer simulations to illustrate the main theoretical results presented in previous sections.
In Figure 2 , the black colored areas are examples of sets B of N 2 / 4 + N/2 TF generators W x [n, m] for N = 32, 64, 128, and 256. This means that information conveyed by white colored areas can be derived from information conveyed by black colored one using a linear transformation Ls. These sets of generators were found as follows. Let n be given, and let P"'."') be the matrix obtained by extracting from Pen) defined in (5) the first K'") + 1 rows and the first m columns. Let p(P'"."')) be the rank of Pen."'). Each subset CY(") such that d'= U,, Cl)''') was determined by analyzing the variations of p(P'"."')) as a function of the variable m, mE (0, ..., K ' " ) ) :
Finally, each matrix L(;) associated with 8'") was computed using (9). There we used to generate the discrete W D represented in Figure 3 .b from nonredundant information conveyed by the generators presented in Figure 3 .a.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have extended the works [5, 61 on the redundancy of the discrete W D by an analytic characterization of sets B of TF generators, and by studying some of their properties. Then we have characterized the linear map that connects these generators to every TF component.
Our results can be extended in the following directions: All results can be easily reformulated for the discrete ambiguity function.
Redundancy of other representations of Cohen's class can be studied.
This work can be extended to other linear signal spaces 9-such as discrete-time complex-valued and analytic signal spaces.
These results were exploited to efficiently compute TF-based detectors [6, 71. However, there are other potentially interesting applications such as interference terms suppression, denoising, fast algorithms, etc. They can also certainly play a role in the resolution of signal synthesis problems.
